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About This Game

Supports 2-5 players*
At least one controller required

What happens when you give the world's most dangerous mammal access to the world's most dangerous machine?
Blow your friends away in this free-for-all tank fight - can you be the best bear?

With its roots based on top-down tank fighting games from the Atari Age, Dragonside Studios presents its first game - Bears in
Tanks.

*5 player games require four controllers and one person on the keyboard.

Features:

Out-of-tank combat

Five different tank models with unique abilities and stats

Multiple seats for gaining an advantage on mutual enemies

Seven unique stages to battle on
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Serious Sam in Wonderland!. Este juego tiene un cash al iniciar. El juego en si esta muy bien pero si arreglaran el crash creo
que seria mas recomendable.. Looks good on the images and trailers, buuuuuuuut the execution is not so good.
The controls are too complicated, and the game gets repetitive after 10 minutes.
Maybe with some patches... I usually don't take the time to leave reviews on games. But I thought I should in this case.

First I'm a casual VR gamer. Just recently got into VR and really love it! This is the first multiplayer game I actually REALLY
REALLY love playing, for either 10 mins or 3 hours. It has enough mix of strategy and action, which doesn't take long to get,
that even the most advanced or casual VR gamer will enjoy. The moving around takes a little getting used to, but once you get it
-- it's so fun! I find myself jumping from building to building and almost falling over in my own living room, hah!. At the end
of the match I usually have sweat dripping off my head. To me, that is as fun as it gets!

You must try this one!. Couldn't fix the disgusting mouse lag/accel, finished the game on hard but quick enemies almost made
me destroy my mouse.

Played it because I already finished it years ago, definitely worth the 50cents. Interesting ideas. My kids like it, and it's nice to
seem them into adventure games rather than their usual FPSs.. It's always fun when you kill enemies and then they show up in
the middle of a fight. Would buy this DLC again.. Fun concept, but way too many game breaking bugs. Avoid for now.. Super
Square Bros: Brawl. Have some bugs. Some may help and some may F9 you.
Bad controls and simply uncomfortable gameplay.
No story. Weird enemies. Predictable 'caging' you to fight them.
Yet, some of those puzzles were fun.
It's a heavy game. An example of 0% replayability. The game never come back to.
Apply 90% discount before purchasing this to ease your pain.
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Not for me, I love RC cars and also have many hours in VRC Pro. In comparison this feels like a jack of all trades, master of
none that is still lacking a lot of polish. Graphics are bare bones Unity graphics with no improvements, although the moving
parts of the cars and the cars themselves looked good. None of the cars really felt that different from each other in their
charecteristics apart from obviously the drift car, which still didnt feel right.
The fps was very poor on a very decent system playing single player and some of the camera angles were bugged or straight up
didnt work well with certain vehicle/track/camera combos. Doesnt seem to have had much in the way of updates recently
either.. Aurora Dusk has a lot of content and a unique playstyle for the pricepoint. At $9.99 ($8.49 currently on sale) it's a
wonderful value.

I wish more games did what Aurora Dusk does, which is lets you create your own character and build a town and fight other
towns. It's simple, it works, and it's great. You can either do everything yourself, or have NPCs helping you out. I haven't delved
too far into the campaign, but I look forward to doing so once I've had more of a fill of the skirmish mode and trying different
things out.. iz pretty good, comrade. Perfect film :D. okay so I think this is actually a good quick use tool to reinforce your
learning of Japanese.

its no good for anyone not wanting to commit any time to learning, and I would NOT recommend this game to anyone that isnt
using other means to learn the language as this is only good as an exercise tool to test your progress with.

Pros

comes with charts - so you can use the charts to memorise the characters and get them in your head, then use the game modes to
test that youve memorised your sheeeeet.

Has Hiragana which is the basic of japanese language learning, Katakana is also included; you can progress through the written
languages, Hiragana, into Katakana, and finally Kanji.

I havent started the Kanji yet but it claims to have the standard level 1000+ characters. Its a tool that will help me if i keep at it.

Cons

no sound - there are no pronounciation sounds for the characters (hiragana/katakana) so you cant use this game on its own to
learn the language unless you find another resource to teach you pronounciation.

doesnt / will not - teach grammar, this is just a character learning tool, you wont be able to construct sentences without learning
from another source.

STROKE ORDER - this game will not teach you stroke order, this does not seem important to us none Japanese people,
however the Japanese are very passionate about perfection when it comes to writing, and as a result they have a specific stroke
order for how they write out their characters (Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji). only using this tool alone could result in developing
bad habbits when writing out these characters.

This game is best thought of as Find Walley. Depending on how well you know your Japanese characters you will either find
this game easy or struggle. Hence you have to learn from other sources.

final note; I dont like how the Kanji learning section is, feels messy and poorly structured.

OVERALL
OVERALL I RECOMMEND THIS GAME.. In the short amount of time I have played this, I can safely say this is something
the speed-runners amongst you will REALLY enjoy, and those who love platformers will too.

First up, the only downsides so far for me have been a controller issue which resolved itself on uninstalling the game and
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reinstalling it, and a bug where if i go back into the main menu from a level, the game totally freezes and I have to Ctrl+Alt+Del
and end process.

Other than the above problems I haven't come across anything else that would push the recommendation into NO territory.

Sound effects are great throughout with all the swipes chings and squelches you'd expect from a ninja game.
Voice-overs are cheesy as hell, and some sound a little phoned-in.
Music is awesome, The soundtrack fits the game perfectly.

Graphics and effects are pretty spot-on so far, if a little on the small side of things. Everything moves with beautiful fluidity.

The controls are spot on too, as stated above I had a problem with the controller but a reinstall sorted that out and now
everything is fine. I press jump, he jumps etc.

All in all this is a game I will actually come back to quite a lot, ESPECIALLY with the community designed levels from the
level editor that comes bundled in the game, I can see this one lasting.. Voice doesn't work until 3-5 min in-game. However,
map is great both in multiplayer and single.. Gameplay 4\/10
Graphics 5\/10
Story 1\/10

Bugs where you can't see spells
Lag
Broken save games
Disapearing characters
. There is barely any strategy in this, as you count on your luck so that the cube will roll towards the desired point. Also, the
menu is extremelly simplistic and random placed to the point that it takes a little while to understand the controls.

Projectile Juice, Screen shake (optional), Increased max save game slots to 8:
A small update tonight, added some extra graphical "juice" and increased the maximum number of save game slots.

Details:. 3.26 - trimmed:
noted animations from combat were causing slowdown as game progressed, so simplified, and sped-up combat

. Time Warp Update Released:
Time warp and pause have been added to the game. Both can have their controls configured in the settings screen. The Time
Warp will increment and decrement by a factor of 1x. Time warp will start becoming ineffective at around 10x normal speed,
but may vary between systems. Just to make sure you don't lose control over the vehicle, all controls except camera zoom are
disabled while in time acceleration.

Other Additions. Brand New Trailer!:
Check out our brand new release trailer! I think this was found in a box of dusty old VHS tapes in Skullface's Mom's Basement
:)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cn07syMT8pI. Out Now:
Fitzzle Cute Kittens Out Now
Over 250 inventory stickers now drop ingame(limit 25 per day)
https://store.steampowered.com/app/937640/Fitzzle_Cute_Kittens/

NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33045467-vtpublishing/

PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33045467-vtpublishing/
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